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In this issue: 
•  BigBite track quality: χ2/dof 
•  x, x’, y, y’ and particle charge 
•  BigBite acceptance 
•  Superelastics 



  Track quality is judged by its χ2 value: 

◦  xreconstructed = reconstructed hit position 
◦  xtrack = hit position projected from track 
◦  Ri = resolution of ith wire plane (out of 18) 

  Number of degrees of freedom is based on 
the number of recorded wire chamber hits 
that make up the track 
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  χ2/ndof curve does not peak at 1 
◦  Are adjustments to Ri worth pursuing? 

  Setting a cut at 
1.2 rejects ~5% 
of tracks 

  High χ2/ndof 
are not 
correlated with 
particular 
acceptance 
regions 



  In BigBite code, default variables are 
measured in detector coordinates, at the 
location of the first wire chamber 
◦  x is vertical (and downward) 
◦  y is horizontal (and pointing downstream at 45° 
◦  tanθdet = x’ = dxdet/dzdet 
◦  tanφdet = y’ = dydet/dzdet 

  BigBite is a dipole magnet whose dispersion 
direction is in x 



  Since x is the dispersion direction, x and x’ 
separate positively-charged particles from 
negatively charged particles 

Hydrogen elastics 

Charge ID from Xin’s optics code 



  y is perpendicular to the dispersion direction, 
so we don’t expect there to be a difference in 
the distribution of + and - particles 

Charge ID from Xin’s optics code 



  The y vs. y’ distribution is wide because the 
projection of the target length onto y is not 0 

  Consider data with a multifoil target: 

All tracks Tracks from a single foil 



All tracks T1: Low shower threshold 

T6: High shower threshold T2: Shower + Cerenkov 



T5: T1 and T3 coincidence BB Singles: T1, T2, T6 

All tracks 



All tracks T1: Low shower threshold 

T2: Shower + Cerenkov T6: High shower threshold 



  By February 23, the acceptance had improved 

All tracks T2: Low shower threshold 

Feb 23 Feb 10 Feb 10 Feb 23 

  This improvement predates low-
pass filter replacement 



  Recall the mysterious bump on pdiff=ptr-pelastic   
  Requiring a coincidence with the LHRS removed it; 

is there a problem with part of the acceptance? 

BigBite Acceptance, H2 target 



  The behavior of pdiff 
is very different on the 
two sides of 
x’tg=-0.21 

  Suppose we cut at 
x’tg=θtg=-0.21 and at 
x’tg=θtg=-0.22  



  Is x’tg=θtg=-0.21 the best place to make a cut? 
  I considered 0.01-wide slices of θtg   



  Track Quality 
◦  Distribution of χ2/ndof is reasonable – except for its 

peak location 
  x, x’, y, y,’ and Charge 
◦  x, x’, y, y’ behave as expected 
◦  Charge cut seems to make qualitative sense 

  Acceptance 
◦  Gaps in T2, T6 at one-pass 
◦  These gaps eventually fill in – but when? 

  Superelastics 
◦  Problem arises from tracks with steeply negative x’ 



  BB optics 
◦  Understand angle calibration 

  Elastics 
◦  Further exploration of cuts 

  3He Singles (One-Pass) 
◦  There are plenty of events for trying to measure a 

double-spin asymmetry 
  Acceptance 
◦  When do gaps in T2, T6 fill in? 

  Energy loss, Compton 


